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AST Blue Logo |  When to use the Blue logo 
 
Use AST Blue Logo whenever possible on a white background. Do not use this on blue or any dark colour / busy image  
backgrounds 

AST White Logo |  When to use the White logo 
 
Use AST White Logo on AST Blue background. Use this when the backgrounds are primarily dark. 

Minimum Clear Space

Minimum Sizes

1x 1x

1x1x

Tagline

Logo

Color Palette

Fonts

Wordmark

UI Kit

Dont’s

AST brand is more than just a name. It’s a set of values, attributes, and design principles that reflects the spirit of our company.  
Using it consistently will reinforce our passion and commitment.

Don't combine AST name or logos, or any portion of any of them, with any other logo, company name, mark, or generic  
terms. Don't edit, modify, distort, rotate, or re-color the logo.

AST Taglines: PURPOSEFUL DIGITAL TRANSFORMATION. The tagline should be used where ever possible. Some 
examples are: Title slides in sales decks, Client presentations, Proposal content , Brochures, Marketing assets, Marketing 
giveaways, Videos, Ads, etc.

AST incorporates color of ocean and sky to celebrates newness, promotes connection & communication and it also 
reflects AST’s  happy company culture. Please use the following colors accordingly.

Primary colors

Secondary colors

Color Usage Ratio

CLASSIC BLUE 
HEX | # 283B8E

DEEP SKY 
HEX | #0BC0EF

CLASSIC BLUE 
HEX | #1B3294

PASTEL BLUE 
HEX | #F1F2F1

DEEP SKY 
HEX | #0BC0EF

AZURE 
HEX | #0086FF

GRAY 
HEX | #F5F8FD

SKY 
HEX |#6ADAF7

OXFORD 
HEX | #061A3F

ROYAL BLUE 
HEX | #638AFF

TANGERINE 
HEX | #F1A054

Monochrome White 
 
Use AST monochrome white logo with black and white content or on black background. 

Monochrome Black 
 
Use AST monochrome black logo with black and white content or on white background. 

The clear space ensures legibility and visual impact by isolating the AST logo from competing visual elements. Determine 
the minimum clear space around the logo by measuring 10 px of the 100 px width logo’s size on all sides.

Although there is no maximum size for the AST logo, it is important to limit its reduction. The minimum size recommended 
for the logo is 12px height for digital surfaces and 3mm height within print.

12 px 
 
3mm

AST Logo with Alternate Color Backgrounds

Visual Representation:

PURPOSEFUL DIGITAL TRANSFORMATION

 Another Logo or text

Use to emphasize actions and highlight information

Primary Color

Accent

Semantic

Neutral

Chart & Data Visual

Brand color

Success, error, warning, information

Text, Container boarder, background

Set of colors representing data in various

UI Color Ratio

Century Gothic
Abcdefghiklmnopqrstvxyz ABCDEFGHIKLMNOPQRSTVXYZ 1234567890

Title Font color: #404040

Body Font color: #7F7F7F

The size of the font should be proportionate to the content. Font files can be added if not installed in the system

The AST company wordmark represents our entire organisation, including the full family of companies and technologies,  
and should only be used to represent the AST company. 
 
Please work closely with your AST contact for approvals to print or use the AST company wordmark in your marketing  
and media communications. 
 
When to use the Facebook company wordmark: Newscasts and news programming, Editorials, Partnerships or  
sponsorships with a formal agreement in place with AST.

Don’t modify the AST logo in any way, such as by changing the design, scale or color. If you can’t use the correct color 
due to technical limitations, use black and white.

Only use correct version of AST logo for the light or dark background. Following are the background that we suggest to 
avoid while using the AST logo. 

Never use other logo or copy too close to the AST logo. Always maintain clear space around the logo.

Don’t use an outdated version of the AST logo.  Don’t set the AST logo in a containing shape
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